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CHAPI'ER I
INT IO DUCl' ION

Educators have long professed the belief that all children re-

gardless of mental or physical conditions have certain needs that must
be met .

The education of all children is the responsibility of the ed-

ucational authorities whether they are above normal, of normal or below

normal intelligence .
To meet the needs of the educable mentally retarded in the public schools, the regular school curriculum is adjusted .
concerned with the curricular experiences

This paper is

~Of__th8iieducs._ble
J,~•·-··-'.!

c--t""~'I

mentally re-

tarded· as they are related to their needsrand abilities . ·
~

i'roblem
The main purpcse of this paper is to discover and present pro-

visions and usefUl techniques incident to producing a suggested curric-

ulum for the educable mentally retarded .

This involves four minor prob-

lems: (1) to sholJ the early development of education for the mentally

retarded; (2) to determine characteristics and problems of the educable
mentally retarded; (3) to soow trends in educational programs for the
mentally retarded; and (4) to set up basis for curriculUill. planning for
the educable mentally retarded .
~

IQ!: the Study
A survey of the educational literature dealing with curriculum

2

planning for the educable mentally retarded shows that information in
this area is limited.

Teachers in training programs have expressed

concern aoout what to teach these children .

In most cities the pro-

gram is in its initial stage of development .

At the time of this writ-

ing, the State of Texas has not published a curriculum guide for teachers of the mentally retarded.

For these reasons, it is apparent that

there is a need for curriculum proposals for the educable mentally retarded in the public schools .
,:'

Scopef,- 't~~o

~yi.,,

This paper is limited to the study of the characteristics and

needs of educable mentally retarded children between the chronological
ages of seven and fifteen years .

It is limited to toose children vho

may be a part of an elementary school population .

It is concerned with

the establishment of suggested curricula proposals which may be adopted

to the current practice in the State of Texas .
Methods of Researh
To obtain informa.tion for this paper the writer used the normative survey and historical methods of research according to Good and
Scates. 1

Curriculum~ of several states and cities vere

scrutinized, mainly as sources for trend and patterns .

These bulletins

served as supporting evidence of the research underway in the development of a curriculum that meets the needs and abilities of the mentally
retarded .

le rter v Good and fuuglas E. Scates, Methods of Research
(New York:a Appleton- ce:itury-Crofts, Inc. , 1954), pp. 170-254.
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Definition 9.1 Terms
Mentally retarded refers to a mild degree of mental backwardness or dullness produced by physical defects or by an arrested or reduced rate of development . 1
Educable mentally retarded are those children who are unable to
utilize their intellectual assets in such a way as to make Possible
their development in the regular classroom, but

may

be expected to pro-

fit from special educational facilities designed to make each child ~onomi.cally useful and socially adjusted. 2
Trainable mentally

~~

are those children between the ages

of 6 and 17 years who , because of retarded intellectual development as
determined by individual examination given by a qualified psychological
examiner, are incapable of being educated properly and efficiently
through ordinary classroom instruction or special education facilities

for educable mentally handicapped children, but who may be expected to
benefit from training in a group setting designed to further their social adjustment and economic usefulness in their homes or in a sheltered
environ.men t . 3
Curriculum - A

lx>dy

of prescribed educative experiences under

school supervision, designed to provide an individual with the best possihle training and experience to fit him f'or the society of which he is
a part or to qualify him for a trade or profession .

lcarter V. Good (editor), Dictionary of Education (Nev York:
McGraw-Hill Book. Company, 1945) , p. 258 .
2state lan for Special Education (Austin: Texas Education
Agency, 1957) , p. 4.
3rbid., pp. 4-5 .
4Ciood, 2.E• ill •, p . 113 .

'
4
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Sources of Data

To develop this paper involved nwnerous documentary sources

including books, periodicals , professional journals, curriculum bulletins and brochures.
Material aid was also derived from the follo,dng sources:

l. Various reports of city and state curriculum committees .
2 . Courses of study of local and state school districts •

.3 . Teaching experience of competent teachers and the author
with the educable mentally retarded.

..,

"

;)fl

Historical Foundations of Speci

Education: The

Mentally Retarded
Review g,l Literature
Throughout the centuries, society has been concerned with the
pro hlem of its mem~ers who were unable to .function on -what is supposed
to be average or normal level .
I

The people who were different because
L

?

of various reasons were persecuted, mistreated and neglected .

Their

care was usually left with the church which was end.owed with the Christian belief of the fatherhood of God and the brotherhood of man .

provided these deviates with food, shelter and clothing .

They

Research does

not reveal that any methods of teaching or training have been recorded
for the earlier period.
Education of the mentally defective began about the eighteenth
~

century.

The contributions were made by physicians for the most part;

yet, their diagnosis included psychological and educational implications.

5
This section vill review the methods used by these people in the education of the mentally retarded .

Special education for those who differed from the normal began
with education for the deaf.

I tard, 1 a French phi lo so pher and physi-

cian, is credited with the first formal training provisions for these
children .

While he was employed as a physician, in an institution for

the deaf, he came in contact with 'IThe Wild Boy of Aveyron . 11
in about 1799, was approximately twelve years of age .

This ooy,

He showed signs

of mental deficiency when captured in the forest of Aveyron .

Itard, in-

spired by the French pest-revolutionary belief that mental development
was dependent upon education and environment, was able to show the world
that the senses of an idiot could be trained.
The influence of Itard 1 s teaching methods is still present in
the educational program for the mentally retarded .
theory of his day in mental deficiency .

He refuted the

It had been generally believed

that limited mental development also meant limited or no training JX)Ssibili ties .
Seguin, 2 through association with Itard, was able to utilize
his training as a teacher to study mentally defective children.

He had

two facets up:m which to draw: his teaching profession and his medical
lmowledge .

He based his theory of the education of the mentally defec-

tive on a neurophysiological. belief.

lJ

Humphrey

He believed that a person was

M Itard The Wild Boy of Aveyron, trans . George and Muriel
(Ne~ York:' Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc . , 1952) .

2Eaward Seguin, Idioc and Its Treatment b
Met.bod (Albany: Brando\ol Printing Company, 1866
Teachers College, ColUJ11bia University, 1907.
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mentally deficient because either his peripheral nervous system was
damaged or weakened, or because there were defects in the central nervous system.

If the dam.age were in the peripheral nervous system, he

advocated an educational program based on a muscle training regime.
If the damage were in the central nervous system, he suggested the same
treatment of the muscles along with sense training.

It was with Seguin

that the idea of muscular coordination, auditory training and visual
discrimination used in the education of the mentally defective was originated.

He also emphasized the recognition of individual wants and in-

dividual needs along with a desirable enx>tional climate for instruction.
Toward the end of the Nineteenth. Century, Dr. M:>ntessoril became interested in the education of the mentally defective.

Arter hav-

ing worked in an insane asylum in Rome, she concluded that mental deficiency was

o ~ problem of medicine alone but it could be alleviated

by teaching.

Upon this assumption, she opened her school and named it

the Orthophrenic School for the Cure of the Feebleminded.

At this

school she taught the feebleminded,using her own materials and established the first teacher-training program in education for mentally defective children.

Dr.

o.

Decroly of Belgium also believed in an educational pro-

gram for the mentally defective.

His student Desooludres, 2 rep)rted

that Dr. Decroly believed in a curriculum for the mentally defective
centered around him and his needs.

He constructed gaines and developed

!Maria Montessori, Montessori Metmd, trans. Anne E. George
(New York: Fredrick Stokes Company, 1912).
dr

D.~:
pp.

2Alice Descoeudres, The Education of Mentally Defective Chilt
fr m the Second French Edition by Ernest F. Row (Boston:
H:~:•an/Company, 1928), (London:
Harrop and Company, Ltd.),

59-65.

G.
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activities for the mentally defective child based on the findings of
Itard and the theories of Montessori .

Binet, who was not a physician, was the first contributor to
the education of the mentally defective.

As an experimental psychol-

ogist, he constructed an age scale for testing intelligence . He wrote :
The main purpose of the authors (Binet and Simon) in the devisal of these tests is to furnish to the teacher a first means
by which he may single out mentally backward children, who upon
further examination may also be found to have some mental defect

or peculiarity which prevents them from fully profiting by the
education of the ordinary school and who probably would benefit
by being educated in a special school or in a special class .1
Binet was not concerned with the education of mentally defective
children.

His primary interest was to provide a valid and reliable in-

strument to estimate their educational potentials .

He is the origina-

tor of the test that is no1o1 videly used in revised form for the diagnosis of mental retardation incident to class placement .
In 1818, the American Asylum for the Deaf and Dumb was estab-

lished in Hartford, Connecticut .

This residential school accepted a

limited number of mentally handicapped and represents the first attempt
to educate the mentally retarded in the United States .

The mentally

retarded were taught along with the deaf and dumb to the extent their
limited abilities would permit .
'
✓In 1848, Dr . H. B. Wilbur, established at Barre, Massachusetts

the first private residential school for mental defectives in America.
The first state supported school for mental defectives was also in
Massachusetts .

It was directed by Samuel G. Howe and called the

lAlfred Binet, and T. Sioon, Mentally Defective Children, trans .
nd (Ne\ol' York: Longmans Green and Company, 1914), pp. v-vi .

W. B. Drummo
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Massachusetts School for Idiotic and Feebleminded Youth . 1
New York is credited with the establishment of the first _special class in the public schools .

This class was for the truant and

disciplina.cy problems of the NelJ York Public Schools .

Since these

traits are also present in the mentally retarded, one may assume that

some of these truants were also mentally defective .

At this time ,

forty-one states , the Territory of Hawaii and the District of Columbia

have provisions for public school education of the mentally handicapped
either by law or by regulation . 2

1 J E • wa ll ace Wallin , Education of Mentally Handicaeped
)
11
Children (New York: Harper and Brothers Publishers, 1953 , p.
•

2Ibid., p . 12.

CHAPl'ER II
CHARACTERisrrcs OF EDUCABLE MENTALLY REI' ARDED CHILDREN

There have been many attempts made to classify those children

who have retarded mental development.

This lack of agreement is due

largely to semantics and other r esearch in:f'luences.

Research, havine

an impact on the area of mental retardation, h~s been conducted in the
fields of psychology, medicine and e.ducation.

It is readily apparent,

therefore, that one can expect to find varied ~er.mi.nology.
To obtain a vorkable basis ~f mental retardation, the writer
considered several classical concepts two of which will be mentioned
here .

The Concepts of the Texas State Plan for Special Education will

also be presented.
Tredgold def.i.nes mental retardation as follows :
A state of incomplete mental development of such kind and degree that the individual is incapable of adapting himself to normal environment of his fellows in such a way as to maintain existence independently of supervision, control or external support.1
Tredgold's concept includes social maladjusted and economic
inefficiency.

Througoout the research these two criteria appear in def-

initions of mental retardation.
This is particularly true in Doll's definition of the mentally
deficient.

He states:

lA. F. Tredgold, A Textoook of Mental Deficiencx
William Wood and Company, 1937), P• 4 °

9

(Baltimore:

10
Mental deficiency is a state of social incompetence obtained
at maturity, resulting from developmental arrest of intelligence
beca~se o:f constitutional (hereditary or acquired) origin: the
condi_tion is essentially incurable through treatment and irremediable through training except as treatment and training instill
ha bi ts -which superficially compensate for the limitations of the
person so afflicted while under favorable circumstances and for
Dk;>re or less limited periods of time.I

In the two classical concepts of mental retardation, one can
discern a single interwoven thread, that of social inco~etency and
economic inefficiency.
are utilized.

,,

In the Texas State Plan these same criteria.

Texas divides her program for the mentally retarded into

two categories-the educable mentally retarded and the trainable men-

tally retarded.
the paper.

The definition of both of these appear elsewhere in

For reemphasis the concept of educable mental retarded is

repeated:
Children woo are unable to utilize their intellectual assets
in such a "1ay as to make possible their development in the regular
classroom, but may be expected to profit from special facilities
designed to make each child economically use.tul and socially adjusted, shall be eligible for admission on trial basis to a class
for the educable mentally retarded. 2
Educators for the past decade have placed emphasis on the development of the total personality of the growing child and inherent
in this "1as need to consider the physical, social, enntional and mental

aspects of that growth.

Perry states:

Each mentally defective person must be considered not as lielonging to a oomgenous category called deficiency but as an individual: his sutnormal intellectual .functioning must be considered
not as constitutionally or organically determined but as an inter-

lEdga.r A. Doll, "Definition of Mental Deficiency, 11
School Bulletin, XXXVll (May, 1941), 163-164.

+:,rain.inc

2.rexas Education Agency, State Plan for Special Education
(Austin, Texas: Division of Special Education, 1957), p. 6.
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dependent complex of constitutional or physiological processes;
and from the research standpoint the mentally defective must be
approached, not with an assumption or irreversibility and permanence, wt with the assumption that benevolent interventioi
may lead to a reversibility or improvement of the condition.
Because many people are prone to be misguided in judging the
mentally retarded a list of characteristics appear in Table 1 .

The

writer wishes to emphasize that it 1s to be used only in conjunction

with a more complete and adequate evaluation of the childs' mental
ability by a qualified person.

These characteristics are not conclu-

sive and ~y be influenced ei th.er by heredity or environment or both.

TABLE 1
CHARACTERISfICS OF EDUCABLE MENTALLY REr ARDED CHILDRffi*

CHARAC!ERIBrIC
Physical

DF.sCRIPl'ION

1 . Late development in walking, talking and
toilet training

2. Irregular body development

J. Over or underweight
4. Poor vision and hearing
5. Poor teeth
6. Generally, under par physically
7. Poor muscular coordination
Mental

l . Short memory span

1
p
"Some Theoretic Pro'blems of Mental Deficiency
and Thei~·A!tio~r~~ications," Psychiatr;y, (1954), 19, Ab.

12
TABLE 1

( continued)

CHARACTERISI'IC

DF.SCRIPrION
2. Limited ability for abstract 1."easoning
3. Range of wcabtlary; roth spoken and
written relatively small
4. Inability to concentrate
5. Profits from concrete experiences

6. Poor reading ability
7. Retarded speech
! . Often over-aged for grade level
9. Retention span short
1 . May become behavior pro bl ems

Social

2. May be well adjusted socially
J . l'-bre often follo"1ers than leaders
4. Sometimes anti-social
5. Lacks feelings of responsibility
6. Lacks traits of personal pride; sense of
duty and honor
7 . Plays vi th younger children
Emotional

1 . Feeling or futility
2. Feeling of not belonging

J . F.asily discouraged
4. Shows agressive eehavior to gain attention

5. Shows immature behavior because of difference between chronological and mental ages

* Adopted

from Erie, Pennsylvania, Department of Special Education
Curriculum for Mentally Retarded Children, School District or Erie,

1956.

T4ble l shows the type of identifying characteristics that the
regular class teacher or the teacher of the special class may look for .
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It is also indicated that because of the characteristics of the mentally
retarded the regular school curriculum will have to be adjusted .
Physical Development
In respect to physical development and traits, the mentally re-

tarded, on the whole, closely resembles groups of average children of
corresponding chronological ages .

Muscular coordination, particularly

the use of the fine muscles, is especially difficult .

There has been

no conclusive evidence that mental retardation could be diagnosed by
observation of physical development .
Mental

In addition to the gross retardation in terms of mental age,

there are many ways in which the educable mentally retarded are backward.

They s.oow a tendency to give stereotyped ans..rers by repeating

the same response to different questions; they lack powers of associa-

tions except in limited anounts; they are unable to keep unusual instructions in mind but return to traditional methods; they fail to detect errors and absurdities in statements and in commonplace situations;
they have limited powers of reasoning, visualization and similar mental
traits . 1
Social

Usually mental retarded children are completely lost in com-

plex social situations .

They are usually ill at ease .

11 . D. Crow, Mental Hygiene
Company, 1951), p. 100.

(New York:

They can,

McGraw-Hill Book

14
however, learn the llDst important social customs and behaviors and

may develop a considerable degree of skill in social interaction.
They can learn to conform to ~ t o m s and usage, and participate in group activities without a great deal of difficulty .1

Studies have been made to determine the extent to which these
children can adjust to varying social situations.

Kennedy, who .stud-

ied the(social adjustment of llDrons found that they compared .favorably with non-J!k;)rons on ma1ital, social, educational and vocationJ

status.2 At the junior high school level, Anderson compared the adolescents in the special classes with toose in the regular gr~des. He
concluded that there was little difference between the two groups as

for as social competence was concerned.J
Enx>tional
McLachlan painted out the basic enx>tional needs of the mentally retarded.

They are:

1. Needs reoogni tion. He, like all children, has a self th t
needs satisfaction.
2. Needs t.o be protected from on the one hand, and prepared
for on the other, those situations whose demands too often exceed
bis capacities.
J. Must be given adequate outlets for his tensions.
4. Must be recognized as having many assets.
5. Needs care ful explanations of his problems at various maturational stages.

Qhild

lMax L Hutt, and Robert G. Gibby, The Mentally Retarded
(Boston; Allyn and Bacon, Inc., 1958), pp. 106-107.

2
J
Connectic!t

R Kennedy The Social Ad.justment of Morons in a
(Hartfo~d, Connecticut: Social Service Dept.,

citx•

1948).

3M. Anderson, "Education for Social 'Maturity, 11 Training School
Bulletin, Xlllll (1937), 1g5-192.

15
tion .1

6. Has a family and this family as well as he needs attenThe influence of the family on the child 1 s enntions is not to

be overlooked.

English2 found these parental influences oominant in

malbehavior of the mental defective.

He offered the opinion that be-

cause mentally defective children do not receive as much real love as
"""!P

intelligent children they are DX>re likely to develop some degree of a

c ~ c a~e~sixe reagti®_pa~tern.
To plan a program for and to work with the educable mentally
retarded,it is necessary to know what mental retardation is from the
adaptation made by the individual's own state.

The mentally retarded

child's handicap is not to supersede his worth as an individual, there'L
~
!'fore, his /,physical, mental, Social and eiootional characteristics are

considered in the initial planning of bis school program.

lD G M Lachlan "Emotional Aspects of the Backward Child, 11
American J~u~alcof Menttl De.ficiencx;. LX (1955), 60, 323-330.

2o. s.

English, .Eiootional Problems of Living

Publishing Company, 1945), p. 59 •

(Chicago: Norton

CHAPTER III
PBOCEDURES FOR CURRICULUM PLANNING

Individuals interested in educable mentally retarded children,
their needs and their abilities have reason to be concerned with the
changing curriculum.

However, since the special class is a part of

the regular school program it becomes the responsibility of the spe-

_cial class teacher to adapt the existing curriculum to the chronological and mental ages of the children with whom she is to work .
In situations where no curriculum guides .. exist, Mackie reports:
I"

Teachers of the mentally retarded usually have to develop their
own curriculum.. Few schools have established curriculum guides, or
a body of facts and information to which all children should be exposed, or a sequence of learning experiences which are related to
the various developmental levels of mentally retarded children.l
Assuming that the teacher is the key person in curriculum build-

ing there are certain things that she must know before making proposals.
Annng these are the basic concepts of curriculum.; the objectives of all
children; the objectives for the mentally retarded child, trends in

other cities and states; and the curriculum of the school in which the
class is located .
According to Ragan the broad concepts of curriculum are:
1. The curriculum exists only in the experiences of children.
2. The curriculum does not exist in the content to be learned.
J . The curriculum is an enterprise in guided living.

lRomaine p . Mackie, Harold M. Williams, and Lloyd M. Dunn,
Teachers of Children Who are Mentally Retarded (Washington: U. s.
Government Printing Office, 1957), p. g
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4. The curri?~~ is a specialized agency for directing the
interests and abilities of the children toward effective participation in the life of the comrm.mity and the nation.l
The principles ui:x,n which the elementary school curriculum is
based also serve as a basis incident to curriculum planning for the
educable mentally retarded.

Kirk and Johnson2 supi:x,rted this view

when they wrote: "It is questionable whether the slow-learning child
requires a different kind of educational organization from that given
the average child except for certain adaptations and ioodifications . 11
In this same view, Wallin states:
The success of the special class program--to repeat what has
been said--will depend n:ost on the teachers success in discovering and utilizing the child's latent appetences and needs or in
supplying the experiences that will develop the learnings, appreciations, attitudes, skills, and habit patterns that the school
wan ts to foster • .3
For a detailed description of the curriculum of the elementary
school the reader is referred to the references in the bibliography.
Since roost educators agree that basically the curriculum for both
groups is the same, this paper will be limited to the types of experiences to be included.
Objectives
Before adaptation of the regular school curriculum is attempted
it will be necessary to review the objectives of education for all
children and those that are specifically for the educable mentally retarded .
1,_,Iilliam B. Ragan, l'.odern Elementary CurriculU!,!! (New York:
The Dryden Press, Inc ., 195.3) , PP· 4-5 .
2
A Ki k and Orville Jolmson, Educating the Retarded
Samue1 •
r ,
1951)
116
Child (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company,
, p.
•
31 E. Wallace ~allin, Education of Mentally Handicapped Chil.9!:fill (New. York: Harper Brothers, 1955), p. 28l.
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The Educational Policies Collllllission1 has stated four groups
of objectives for American education which have been accepted: (1)
self-realization or personal development .

This includes his use of

tools of learning, his health , his cultural and recreational interests and his personal philosophy, (2) an understanding of human relationships as a member of a family or of a community, (3) economic efficiency as a producer and consumer, and (4) civic respansibility in
local state and national government .
Life adjustroont programs are the newest trends in secondary
schools .

These programs realistically present the needs of life to

the child facing adulthood.

Because the educable mentally ret

ded

adolescents usually leave the special classes to face an adult world
these objectives are presented; (1) ethical and uoral living , ( 2)
citizenship education, (J) home and family life ,

(4) self-realization

and worthwhile use of leisure , (5) health and safety, (6) consumer
education , (7) tools of learning , (8) work experience, occupational
adjustment and competencies . 2
he objectives for the mentally retarded do not cover the
whole scope of those set up for all children but they will take into
consideration the characteristic specifically described in a previous
chapter.
The objectives according to Ingram include:
1 Th child should learn to pra~ice personal h·,
c~eaniine:s , of ;od pasture , and of ?cal thful dres !Educational Policies Coromission , The Purpo~es of Education
in American Demcra c~~ (Washington ·• National Education Association ,
1938) , p . 50.
2u . s. Office of Education , Life Adjustment Education for
Evgy Youth (Washington, D. C: Federal Security Agency, 1948) , p. 8 .
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that lead to the development of self respect .
all 2 • The cbi~d should be given, in so far as his ability will
ow , a practical working knowledge
the tool subjects .
. 3 . The_ child should be given an understanding of community
1 ife and his part in it .

of

.
4. He ~:OOuld be helped to become a worthy member of his fam.ily, contributing his share toward making his life wholesome as
well as the members of the family group .
.
5. The individual should be helped to use his free time profitably and happily .
6. The child should be enabled to become a satisfactory and
happily adjusted employee in unskilled or semi-skilled work and
to maintain satisfactory relationships with his employer and
fellow workers .l
Trends
So that the proposed curriculum will follow the 1I0dern trend

in education for the educable mentally retarded,several programs will
be reviewed.

The cities Vere chosen because of the expansiveness of
..,.....__

their programs and the availability of information .

In Detroit, the entire program for mentally retarded children
is built upon the concept that a differentiated curriculum. is essential.

The educational activities are selected in terms of the apti-

tudes, interests and abilities of the children .
aids are used extensively.
of the program.

Visual and auditory

Educational trips constitute a vital part

Special materials are provided so that the program

may be m)st meaningful to the pupils .

Special methods and techniques

· are utilized in the teaching process .

Specially prepared teachers are

selected as instructors .

The class-loads are kept low to assure maxi-

mum. learning for these children.

The classes on the elementary level

lchristine Ingram, Education of the Slow Learning Child
(New York: The Ronald Press Company, 1953) , p. 76.
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are lar gely self contained; al though the children do participate in
some activities with regular grade children. l

In the Pi ttsturg, Pennsylvania public schools the classes for
children who are mentally retarded and educable in the elementary
school are placed in elementary Special A classes .

The children ork

roost of the day with a qualified teacher of the mentally retarded. They
share with all the other children excursions, assembly programs, recreation, the library, art, music and physical education .

Education of these

children is adapted to goals which can be reached by the educable mentally retarded.

Every educational experience leads to the objective of

self-realization, sound human relationships , economic efl'i.ciency and
civic responsibili.ty. 2
Erie City Scmol District (Pennsylvania), provides classes for
the educable mentally retarded at the elementary level.

This class

program is divided into four progressive levels according to their
chronological age and their mental age as well as their social abilities .

In the elementary schools, stress is on the development of th :

(1)

basic .skills,

and

(4)

(2)

social competencies, (3) cultural competencies,

personal competencies . 3
These skills and competencies are developed progressively from

level 1 through 4 in such a manner that these children are then ready
for their junior high school.

1

Ann Engel in Vocational Rehabilitation of the
Reported b(Wy hina.gton D c : u. s . Printing Office, 1950) .
Mentally Retarded as
, • •
2s
Ed
ti O Special Education for the Exceptional
oard oblf. uScchoa o~s , (Pittsburg, Pennsylvania, 1957), p . 14.
~Cg.hi~l!;.!aa.,'2:i:!!n-~thE:!e:...!.Pu~~1~c=:....::=......,.for Mentally
3Department of Speeial F..ducation ' Curriculum
6)
18
Retarded Children (Erie , Pennsylvania : 195 , p.
•
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In Toleoo, Ohio, the educational progralll for the mentally retarded aims to teach these children l:t,w to live better, how to use all
of their capacities, bow to develop their individual skills so that
they may become useful and contributing members of their community.l
The general grouping is as follows:

c.
c.
c.

A.

6 - g

Primary Elementary

A.

g - 12

Intermediate Elementar1

A.

12 - 16

Advanced Elementary

16 - and
over

Junior level

C. A.

The curriculum experiences progress from the mme neighboroood
centered to occupational information and problems in lx>me living and
civic affairs.

Texas• program for the educahle mentally retarded is best shown

in Table 2.

The classes are under the constant supervision of a spe-

cially trained teacher and are for the nr:,st part self contained.2

t d by i:orothy Pasel Vocational Rehabilitation of the
Retporded
{Washington n' c.: u. s. Printing Office, 1950).
Mentally Re ar e
, •
l

2.rexas Education Agency, op, cit,. pp. 5-6.

TABLE 2
OBJEc:I'IVES FOR FIVE LEVELS OF DEVELOPMffiT IN TEXAS

LEVEL

t

C.A. , M.A.

J-6

I

5-7

CLASSES

OiJEc:I' IVE

I

1. To utilize the environment to prom:>te growth and development.
2. To emphasize activities leading to social adjustment.
3. To omit entirely reading, ;..triting and arithmetic

Pre-primary

and

9-11

II

Jr-6
5-9

III

10-12

6-o

8-6

IV

lJ-16

6-6
~

and
V

l. To include activities of short duration and games

Primary

2. To establish self goals

l. To introduce the tool subjects.
2. To provide opportunities in areas of living
J. To plan games and activities of longer duration and
broad scope

Intermediate

l. To place emphasis upon civic, social, and occupational
activities that have direct bearing on life situations
to follow

2. To provide experiences in music, art and any class from
which the child can be benetitted

3. To include pre-vocational job training for those
ready for it.

vm

are

Secondary

l\)
l\)
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New York City uses occupational education as the content for
instruction for the educable mentally retarded .

Table 3 shows the or-

ganization of the core tmits.
TABLE .3
OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION IN NEW YORK CITY*

NO .

OORE

C. A.

1

The home

2

The neighborhood

10

3

The borough

ll

4

The city

12

5

Study of job areas

13

6

Ways of choosing, getting and holding a job

14

7

'Ways of spending one 1 s income

15

8

The wrker as a citizen and social being

* Adapted

7 - 9

16- 17

from Di Michael 1 s Vocational Rehabilitation of the

Mentally Retarded, p. 55 .

It can be seen from the Table the progressive steps used in
the program.

Similar programs may be developed based on this pattern.

---

Influential Factors

There are other factors that influence curriculum planning.
These include the physical and mental status of the child, the local
school :policies and the commtmity.
The physical and mental status of the child encompasses his
chronological age, his general health status and his mental age.
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Indirectly these tvo will influence his social and ellbtional maturity.
Therefore, in adapting the regular school curriculum some weight should
be given to the child's social maturity as well as bis chronological

and mental ages .
The school Policies influence the curriculum to the special
class to the extent of setting objectives, selaoting textbook and a general type schedule for a working day.

It is expected that the Policies

of the special class conform to· those set by the school district and
the state.

The principal should be allowed to suggest and approve a

tentative curriculum before it is put into execution.

The responsibil-

ity for the implementation of the total school program is his.
The co.tmnuni ty and its inhabitants also have a part in curriculum planning.

These children are to be educated to take their places

as contributing citizens, therefore, the industries, employm.ent opportunities and desires of the people should be considered in the initial
planning.
This chapter has been concerned with procedures for planning a
curriculum for the educable mentally retarded.

It has been attempted

to sho-w how the curriculum for these children parallels that of the
regular elementary school .

The same objectives are paramount and dif-

fer in degree and not in kind.

The factors that intluence the curricu-

lum planning of the regular grades also influence the curriculum of the
special class but blecause of the class size, social and mental maturity

are used advantageously.

CHAPI'ER IV
CURRICULUM PROPOSALS
The education of retarded children should be so planned that
by the time they leave school they will be ready to take their places
in the world as citizens, vori?ers and ~ents.

Martens says, "The

daily observation of subnormal children within and witl'but the classroom; the careful study of their inclinations and abilities to deal
with present problems, the interests which for them color life and
make it complete-these are the basis upon which curriculum adjustment

must be made. 1
The experiences of the child must be utilized whenever there
is a need for it.

There is no set time to teach any subject or skill,

therefore the success of the program will depend.largely upon the ingenuity of the teacher and her knowledge of the children.
The class may be organized according to the recommended plan
of the state department of education.

The plan of organization varies

with the number of uni ts that are at the school.
No curriculum is complete· without evaluation.
evaluation devices will be found in the Append.ix.

A sample of

They are not to be

used as they are, but as teachers work with children the changes that
are needed -will become apparent.
lElsie K Martens Curriculum Ad ·ustments for the Men tall Retarded: A Guide
Elem~tary and Secondary Schools (Rev. , Office of
Education, Bulletin No. 1, (Washington, D. C.: U. s. Government Printing Office, 1950).

for

The W. P145 Ban/1.:; I, i bra ry
Pra i r:;_ (} V ~. , U 1 i v e r sit v
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To develop an adjustment procedure for the educable mentally retarded and to present curriculum proposals, the phases of the curriculum
and the experiences for these children are included in the remainder of
this chapter.

j

Phases of the Curriculum

Language Arts

Reading .
dren .

Nearly all teachers have the problem of backward chil-

These are children who have truly limited abilities, and there is

usually at least one in every classroom.
pro bl.em.

This type of child presents a

Hackett wrote:

The teacher should not scale dow the level of class work to the
ability of the less capable and so consign the nore able children to
the fate of waiting for the slower ones to catch up. Reason and experience both indicate that she must do her best to meet the needs
of the slow children as individuals carrying them on at their own
pace . I
The child needs time to grow and to participate in a variety of
'---.

experiences that develop abilities for begiillling reading.

These abili-

ties are: (1) socio- erotional aspects of sharing, taking turns, listening and attending to and finishing a task, (2) adequate speech and auditory language, (3) correct enunciation and pronounciation, (4) interpretation of pictures, (5) memory for sentences and ideas, (6) visual me.lik:>ry

and discrimination, (7) auditory memory and discrimination, (8) le.ft to
right eye DX>vements, and (9) eye-hand coordination .

The teacher must be alert to ch:>ose interest materials of appropriate vocabulary level and should prepare an increased a.DX>unt of

lJohn A. Hackett, and E. W. Jacobsen, Modern Practices in the
fil!L~tarz Sclx>ol (Chicago: Ginn and Company, 1943), p . 285.

'Zl
functional reading materials.

A selected list of reading materials

which includes types of reading materials that are suitable for the
mentally retarded is:
Alfred P. Sloan Foundation Projects

.ill

Cass, Angelica 'fl., !!eJ! ~ Liv~ Pro Ject
U. S. Office of Education.

1pplied Economics.

fil

Illi terac;r,

Richards, I . A. , English Throu,gh Pictures.
Robertson, M.

s.,

Veterans Reader.

Rochester Occupational Reading Series, Syracuse University

U. S. Public Health Service, Worker Health Series, Nos. 1-14.
Successtul group or individual instruction in reading calls
for (a) thorough knowledge of each child's abilities and difficulties,
(b) materials and methods suited to his stage of develoEXZtent, social,
emotional, and physical readiness, (c) provision of much easy reading,
(d) recognition of pupil ' s success and progress.
Slow learning children in both their school and outside experiences sense a need for reading.

Ability to read is recognized by

many children and adults as one measure of success in life.

Robertson

and Solomon point up:
The ultimate goal of reading instruction is understanding the
meanings expressed by the writer. Words are symbols of the ideas,
so effective recognition of words and rich meaning associations

are a requisite to comprehension. 1
Writin_g.

Writing is a skill needed in written English and

should be treated as such.

The incentive for neat, legible writing

1 Helen M. Robertson, and Ruth H. Solooon, "Help For the Retarded Reader, u Grade Teacher, LXllll (September, 195 5), 54.

2.!

should come from the needs the child recognizes--tagging his possessions with his name, sending and invitation, writing a letter and so

on.
No one system of writing can be recommended as better than
another for the educable mentally retarded.

Since studies of hand-

vriting indicate that the majority of persons use a combination or
arm and finger movements, it is safe to assume that this fact should
be recognized in teaching this group.

Some simple instructions that

might help this type of child to attain vriting ability are:

1. Watch the height of letters above the base line.
2. Keep letter formation uniform, that is, make all O's and

A1 s round and closed, keep slant of letters downward: and up'tJard and

parallel.

J. Keep all letters resting on the base line.

4. Space letters, words, and lines uniformly.

5. Maintain a good IX)Sition.
Children enjoy writing scales to judge improvement in their

vriting.

The following are suggested:

A;rers gandwrlting ~ , Bureau of F.ducational Research and
Service Extension Division, University of Iowa, Iowa City.

_gg,nrad Manuscriet Standards, A. N. Palmer Company, New York.
Foresman Handwriting Scales, Zane - Blasser Company, Columbus,
Ohio .

Spelling.

Spelling should be thought of as a necessary aid to

written :English, not as a separate subject.

Real needs for spelling

..,ill arise in connection with listing games learned, writing information

and stories, formulating rules for conduct in certain situations,
writing letters, directions, and so forth.

Spelling should not be

taught until the child has some foundation of reading experience. A

basic vocabulary of oost frequently used words should be supplemented
by other \lords the children comDDnly require in their writ ten work.

The Dolch's word list of 220 basic sight words is widely used \olith the
mentally retarded.
Teaching spelling requires attention to the fact that spelling
involves motor activity and that the child must attend closely to writing the wrds he leams .

The following directions will help the child

cultivate sound spelling habits:
l . k>ok at the \lord and say it distinctly by syllables.

2. Spell it by syllables .

J.

Close the eyes and visualize each syllable as it is said.

4. Open the eyes to see if it is right .

5. If not, repeat the process and spell it letter

by letter.

6. When right, write the word .
7 . Check with the copy to see if it is correct.

8 . Write the word without copying as many times as it takes
to master it .

The keeping of individual spelling lists to be learned

is recommended.
Listening .

The educable mentally retarded do not excel in this

facet by nature of their short attention span .
provided with recordings, tapes and the like.
and told to them.

Hovever, they should be
Stories should be read

There seems to be a particular liking for Fairy Tales

and Adventure Stories .

Activities such as share and tell periods should

JO
be included in the program.

Speaking.

sion .

1-bst of these children are lacking in oral expres-

The speech disorders are usually of an articulatory nature . Ac-

tivities that involve speaking that may be effective are reading aloud,
telling stories and dramatizations .
be used successfully.

Speech improvement techniques J:nay

Since language is an art of communication the

elementary mentally retarded should be taught to express himself well
orally.

To him this is the most important aspect of the language arts

program.
Arithmetic .

The teaching of numbers can be seen to present a

special challenge when the time the child spends on this subject is
considered.

Ideally, number concepts should only be incidental or aP-

plied orally to actual situations for the mentally retarded to the age
of nine or ten years .
The mentally retarded usually have the following disabilities:
1 . They have mre difficulty solving abstract and verbal problems than concrete problems . 1
2. The mentally retarded have mre difficulty with multiplication and division than ~ith addition and subtraction . Z

J.

The mentally retarded have very little conception of sequence

and of time concepts)

lw- lliam M Cruickshank "A Comparative Study of Psychological
Factors In~olved ~ the .Respons~s of Mentally Retarded and Normal Boys
to Problems in Arithmetic , " Ioctor ' s Dissertation, University of
Michigan , 1946.
2Ibid.
J1
c Gothberg ''l'he Mentally Defective Child ' s Understanding of Tim=~~a A~rican Jo~al of Mental Deficiency, LIII (January,

1949) , 441- 445 .
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4. The habits ~n arithmetic of the JDentally retarded are usually careless and show immaturity .l

Adams reports that if a child is to tmderstand the mathemati-

cal functions necessary to public lif~he will need the following concepts:

l. Time-the hour, day, week, m:mth and year.
2. Numbers - ability to read and understand those used in house
numbers, room. numbers and telephone numbers.
J. Numbers - general use of one-and-two-place numbers.
4. Money - llk)St frequent values used were under $100.
5. Simple ratios.
6. Various uni ts of measure.
7. Wi de variety of mathematical ideas, expressions, concepts
and terms.
8. Practical as opposed to theoretical problems.2
In a JIX)re recent publication, Kirk and Jolmson wrote:

The child should acquire a working vocabulary of the arithmetical terms he will encounter in the everyday social and economic
worlds. Since the wmle program of the education of the mentally
handicapped is based on the premise that getting along with his
fellows socially and economically is the prime consideration in
his education, this vocabulary mwt be limited to toose terms used
in daily living at his stage of development.
Such a vocabulary would indicate: (1) terms relating to size,
such as big, small, huge and tiny, (2) terms relating to length and
distance, such as inch, foot, yard, near, far, long and slx>rt, (3)
terms relating to other types of measurement, such as penny, dime,
nickel, quarter, half dollar, dollar, dozen, otmce, quart, cup, and
pomid, (4) terms relating to am:nmt, such as ioore, less, increase,
decrease, some, none, apiece, double, twice, eaeh, enough, lx>th,
many, pair, part and half, (5) terms relating to location, such as
up, down, above, below, right, left, under, over, at the beginning,
at the end, and between, (6) terms relating to time, such as early,
late, soon, on time, day, week, ioonth, and year, (7J terma relating
to comparisons, such as larger, smaller, longer, shorter, higher,
lower, heavier, and lighter, and (8) terms commonly used in

York:

lHarry I. Baker, Introduction to Exceptional Children
The Macmillian Company, 1949), pp. 56-60.

(New

2H
Ada.ms •,rhe Mathematics En.countered in the General Reading of New;pa;ers
Periodicals," Unpublished Master's Thesis,
Department of Education, thiversity of Chicago, 1924.

and
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commercial practice, such as bill, cost, rent, lease, buy, change,
earn, sell, expense, spend, charge, price, worth, lay-away, timepaylll.ents, and due.1
The teacher of the educable mentally retarded must have an ample supply of concrete learning aids.

Blocks, counting frames, marbles

and the like may be used with success.

Workbooks are to be used only

under direct supervision.

Social studies.

The social studies offer unlimited opportuni-

ties for furthering a well rounded education of the individual.

These

opporttmities include the formulation of desirable attitudes, the ac-

-

quisition of a wealth of valuable knowledge, and the mastery of essential techniques and skills.
Included in the social studies are those subjects that deal vi.th
relationships among human beings living ~n their respective environments:
These are listed as citizenship, civics,. geography, history, economics
and sociology.

Aloong these subjects, citizenship is probably rated as

of greatest imp:>rtanoe.

Citizenship leads to the development of the

right attitudes toward social and civic responsibility at home, at school,
in the immediate neighoorhood, in the city, in the state, in the nation
and in the international wrld.
The social studies program is the key to the curriculum for the
educ ble mentally retarded.

The course of study uni ts are set up in this

area with correlations of the other subjects.
j ectives basic

to a sound program include the development of mral and

physical values;

Child

The general overall ob-

the inculcation of basic American principles; the

lsamuel Kirk, and G. Orville Jolmson, Educating the Retarded
(Boston: lbughton Mifflin C.Ompany, 1951), pp. 282-283.
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teaching of general appreciation and understanding in citizenship, his-

tory and geography ; and the development of effective study habits and
skills.
For the educable mentally retarded a social studies core of activities is used .

At the beginning of the school year the experiences

in Table 4 may be provided.
TABLE 4
SOCIAL Br UDIE.$ CORE PLAN-GErTING ACQUAINrED AT SCIDOL

EIPERIENCES

OBJEGrIVES

1. locating the classroom
and learning the vay
around the building

Touring the school . Finding the cafeteria, rest rooms, drinking fountains,
entrances, and the play ground.

Locating the principal 1 s office; the
secretary's office; the telephones;
other classrooms . ·
Learning the room number and those ot
nearby rooms; learning the teacher's
names in these rooms .
2 . Learning v,1here equipment is kept in the
classroom

Yb.ere rooks are kept, "'here puzzles,
games and the like are kept .

The table illustrates the kind of social studies experiences
needed by the educable mentally retarded.

It also helps with the prob-

lem that new teachers face on planning for the first weeks of school.
The situations are centered around the concrete and afford opportunity

for teacher-pupil observation .
The social studies program may include units on family life,
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community life, city life, farm life, food, clothing, shelter, communication, transportation, weather, animal life, plant life and 11.fe
in a de.m::, cracy.

Musi2.

The primary purpase of teaching music to the educable

mentally retarded, is to help him feel more secure a.nd happy.

Many

mentally retarded children have artistic and musical abilities that
can be encouraged by the teaching of rhythms and simple familiar songs.
All of the children can learn to like music but the ultimate success

of the music program rests with the teacher .
Music should be provided in abtm.dance, not only to furnish entertainment to the child but for purposes of training .

It is a supe-

rior medium for arousing attention, developing l!X)tor coordination and
grace, training the voice, and improving articulation .

Emphasis should

be placed on the enjoyment of music and the developmmt of good taste.

The theoretical aspect of notes, measures and the like soould not be

included.
Arts and crafts .

Much stucy- has been given to art education

for normal children, but relatively little has been devoted to this
field where slow learners are concerned.

Although mentally retarded

children may learn mre slowly than normal children, they are still
potential learners, and are to be treated as such.
Gaitskell points up:
Th art materials and tools suitable for slow learners need
cause ~he teacher Utile concern since they are siln:i.lar to those
used by normal children, and hence, are readily procurable. In
their individual work, slow learners use these tools and materials as do normal children. It is only when group activiti~s
are considered that the teacher 'Jill find adnormal difficulties
urrin with children of retarded mental development. 1'1:lst
0
cc
g
•-able to participate in activities in which
s 1 ow 1 earners
are .....
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a high degree of socialized work involving a pooling of tlnught is
concerned. Only quasi-socialized activities in art are therefore
recommended for most slow learners.l

The approved methods for teaching art to the normal child may
be also used with the mentally retarded.

The mentally retarded, how-

ever, will need n:ore individual attention. \ Points of emphasis in
teaching them also require some adjustments to suit the character of

----=------

their intelligence.

The usual procedures, including J1t>tivation, guid-

ance, classroom arrangements, display and appraisal of the effective-

ness of the program, vary in no marked respect from those used for
normal children.
In regard to the use of prepared outline drawings and the like,

Gai tskell points out:
There may be teachers of slow learners who are tempted to obtain skillrul looking results by means of busy work which involves
the use of tools and material:, associated vi th are education. The
products of a progranme of bus7 work have a surface resemblonce to
art output but differ in appearance from children's work in
t in
several respects: they are more uniform; they are usually oore
neatly finished; and they are lacking in the expression of thought
and feeling. In summary, they resem'ble mre the products of a machine than of a human being)?
Science.

To a mentally retarded child science is just as im-

portant as it is to the normal child.

Ibwever, a curriculum that is

--

practical for a normal grade may not be either practical or desirable

-

for the mentally retarded.

It will be necessary to select from the

science curricula those materials that will help him in daily living.
Martens suggests the folloliling:

1

Experiences in science must be S;!!ll21Y and objectively interpr;ted if they are to be of any value to mentally retarded
lcharles D. Gaitskell, and Margaret R. Gaitskell, Art Education for Slow Learners (Peoria, Illinois: Chas. A. Bennett Company,

1957), p. 45.
2Ibid.
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children • Only those experiences should be presented to them
which can be interpreted in terms of the daily living of the pu-

pils .

·

~

2 . Such experiences sb::>uld contribute to the development of
~bits of JIX)re careful observation, to the extension of wholesome
interest in the (P~ical environment and thou ht.fol care of liv~g thing~, and to tlieinnlity to make practical application of
simple scientific facts to every day living in the interests of
\health,~afety,,;economy, andi.bijoyment of leisure time .
3. Experiences in science may be taken from nature study biology, chemistry, physics, astronomy, and other branches of ;cience which offer material of value and interest .
4. The discussion of abstract principles should be avoided
but activities illustrating the operation of principles should,
be numerous .
5 . The activities in science slx>uld not be considered as isolated "science lessons, 11 but should constitute a logical pare of
the total unit of experience that is underway .1

Occupational Education
There is probably no aspect of education of mentally retarded
children "1hich is mre imf()rtant than that lolhich concerns itself with
the social and occupational adjustment in adult life.

The special edu-

-

cation teacher is responsible for providing adequate training in the
fl.mdamental requirements of living and working; for teaching aoout the
laws of the State and for conditioning the child ' s parents .

Parents

of mentally retarded children are sometimes skeptical aoout sending
their children out to work in industry.
New York City bas one of the oore effective programs of occu-

pational education .

The complete program includes:

1 . Occupational information - giving the pupil information con-

cerning the work available to bim ( considering both the youngster and

lorf"i

f Education Curriculum Adjustment for the Mentally
Retarded . (R~!i~ed by Elsie ' H. Martens , Washington , D. C. : U. s.
Government Printing Office, 1953), pp. 57-58 .
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the community); how this work is to be done {job analyses); and what

its importance is to the world.
2 . Vocational guidance - guiding the pupil to measure his own
abilities against the requirements of the job in which he is inter-

ested; showing other jobs in the same work area .

J.

Vocational training - giving the pupil training in the man-

ual skills .found in the work area (25 percent) ; training in the non-

manual skills necessary in the work area ( 25 percent); training in the

general habits, attitudes and skills collllOOn to all good individuality,
workmanship, and citizenship (50 percent) .

4.

Vocational placement - providing the individual with actual

job placement in cooperation with other agencies .

5. Social plaoeme,nt - adjusting the adult on the job and in the
freedom of his first independence for as long a period as may be neces-

sary, again in cooperation with other agencies .
Physical Education
Physical education should be a part of the child •s educational
program.

In so far as games, rhythms, and dances grow out of so__:!.al

experiences, the physical education program can be integrated with the
~cial studies .

The muscular coordination of the educable mentally re-

tarded is to be developed.

to be included everyday.
education program.

Indoor or outdoor play with supervision is
Health and safety a.re parts of the physical

These children are never to be le.ft \Ulsupervised

pa.rt;lcularly on the playground.
This chapter has attempted to present the basis for curriculum
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adjustments .

The unit is a broad part of the curriculum, therefore

an outline has been included for unit planning .

The adaptation of

-

the regular school curriculum to meet the needs and abilities are
introduced to serve a.s guides for future planning .

CHAP'l'ER V
CLASS INSIRUCUON

The experience unit or the purp:,se units are the accepted

methods for class instruction .

---

The unit is designed according to

chronological and mental ages .

It is set up in terms of curricular

--..,

experiences .

An example follows:
PRIMARY GROUP - CA 7-9

MA 5-7

THE IDME
101 .

The Family
a.

members of the family
(1) immediate family in the household
(2) relatives wm visit or are visited

b.

m:>tber •s work
(1) cooking
(2} cleaning
(3) washing
(4} sewing
( 5) shopping
( 6) dressing and caring for children
(7) helping childrm to school

c.

father ' s work
(1) working away from home
(2) helping in the home

d.

children's vork
(l) helping with household tasks
(2) caring for personal. belongings
(J) caring for pets
(4) respecting and obeying others
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There is a definite plan for a unit.
the initial planning to evaluation .

It usually follows from

The follo-wing steps if followed

in sequence will .make a successful. unit making:
I. Select an attractive title .
cate action in the title.

Example:

Use student purpose and indi-

Planning Better Homes in the Com-

munity.

II . Interest Story.
or told to the children.

Find an interesting story to either be read
Let them ask questions and find pictures •

III. Social Objectives:

.

List in complete sentences social under-

standings desired .
IV . Initiating events: Include here the possible approaches that
may be used .
V. Objectives:

List psychological objectives in terms

or

pu-

pil 1s interests and needs.
VI . Activities:

List activities that may be included.

These

activities are in terms of ability
_ _levels.
,
VII . References:
.

oo\ks,

These include pupil and teacher references of

;}

mag}'zines, films and the like .
VIII . Evaluation:

For the teacher-an evaluation sheet .

For

tb.e children-teacher-made te~s or o~ questioning; observation of
change

in behavior.
IX . Leads out:

List here other tmits tba.t may rollo'W as an

outgrowth of this one.

x.

Chan.gee:

Include a blank s hee

t to record changes made.

-'-'Table V shows a unit evaluation .1.orm.

At the end or the unit

ed for ru.ture references.
this form is to be filled and ril

TAiLE 5

UNIT EVALUATION FORM

NAME OF UNIT

M)Sf SUCCESSFUL

NO.

I. TITLE
II. INTERESr sroRY
III. POSSIBLE APPOOACHES

IV. OBJECTIVES
V. ACTIVITIES

VI. REFERENCES
VII • SURVEY OF RESULTS
VIII • LEADS OlJl'

II. CHANGES

LEA.Sr SUCCESSFUL

NOS.

SUGGESTIONS
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UNIT I
Helpers Who Provide Food for the Community, the Grocery
Store and Food

I. Initial Planning
b. The storekeeper provides us
vith food
c. Perishable foods need refrigeration
d. Grouping foods is necessary
for the convenience of the
customer
e. Learn that frozen foods need
special handling
f. Kno'lil that the storekeeper is a
communi t;y helper

A. Major Objectives
1. To learn how people in
our co11111unity are dependent on the.grocery
store
2. To know why sanitation
and refrigeration are
important for food in
the store
J. To learn that many people are engaged in producing our food
4. To develop an appreciation for the courteous
services received at
the store
5. To understand how grooers get their food
from various sources

I
I

I

3. Skills

I

a. To be able to work together in
a unit of study
b. To evaluate food
c. To discover the number of people involved
d. A realization of the cost of
food
e. To learn to handle DX>ney in buying and making change
f. Weighing and measuring food
g. Learning to read sales slips,
shelf labels, and to use disorimination
h. Learn to use the telepwne

I

B. Essential Meanings

1. iasic Concepts
a. mlarge the children 's concepts of
the grocery store
b. Encourage the children to always be
courteous and respectful to people
'tlho

S81"'/8 US

I

'
I

o. The grocery store is,
the place where we
obtain the food 'lie
consume

I

d. The store is an
1
a.gent of our society 1

2. Information
a. Learn special care
is taken of food

t

4.

Attitudes
a. Respect for the work of others
b. Appreciation of courteous, honest, and prompt service
o. Realization of the necessity
for order, cleanliness, and sanitary precautions
d. An awakened interest in the enterprises in the comnunity
e. To help the child gain right habits of conduct and desirable so ..
cial and civic attitudes.
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C. Approaches

8. Drawing pictures of a
store
9. 1'take a .ioovie "People Going
to the Store. Children
draw each phase of it

1. Pictures of foods,
stores and storekeepers 1 1
1
on display
2. Discussion and plans for'
.
to a gro- I
an excursion
III. Relation to Other Fields
cery store
'
J. Questions about the food'
A. Language Arts
stores and prices
'
4. Discussion of menus in
l. Oral language
cafeteria
a. Committee reports
5. Sho~ the film strip,
b. Discussions
11
Good Eating Habits''
1. Concerning sources ot
food supply
II. Activities for the Unit
2. Experiences at the
store
A. Activities for the
c. Dramatizations
teacher
d. Choral speaking
e. Poems and songs
1. Display of pictures,
posters, and menus
2. Written Language
2. Plan an excursion to a
store
a. Making charts of our expe1
3. Preparation of material I
riences
to be used
b. Diary kept of each day
4. Selection of books for
c. Stores on food experiences
the reading table
and excursion
d. Making booklets
5. Procure menus from the
e. Letters or thanks to the
cafeteria for 100 ti vastorekeeper
tion
f. Sentences, signs and slo6. Deciding on committees
gans to accompany pictures
g.
Invitations to parent to
B. Activities for the Chilvisit
our room
dren
h. Original paems
1. Obtaining materials for:
3. Reading
the construction of a ,
grocery store
a. Reading experience charts
2. Construction of the
made by class
store
b.
iooks about food
3. Making clay fruits and 1
c.
Labels
vegetables
.......
d'
d.
Grocery lists
4. Securing empty cans =• ,
e.
Posters
in store
boxes
r.
Advertisements
in ne'Js5. Taking turns being
papers
storekeeper
g. Signs and slogans
6. Making change and buy- 1
ing, using ooney
1
4. Spelling
7. Learning to weigh and
measure

A.
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Easy words:

store

list

buy

walk

sell
SboJ>

2. A mural of the grocery
store
3. Making posters
4. Clay llX>deling
5. Illustrate experience stor-

sack
shelf

food

can

paper

b:>ur

ies

B. Number Concepts
1. Counting and making
change
2. Comparison of costs

items

F. Music

Of

l. Sing from song book
2. Compose a song about the grocery store

'

'IV. Evaluation

3. Weighing food
4. Measuring size of the

store to be built

A. H11.ve the children learned to

5. Time
B.
C.

a. Store b:>urs kept
b. Hours we shop
o. Reading, writing and
adding columns of fig-

'

ures
7. Simple subtraction
1
8. Learning one dozen, one
half dozen, pound and '
half pound
'

c.

Science

1. Study of weather

2. Good soil makes good

J.

vegetables and fruits
Dress for the weather

D. Health and Safety
1. Good posture
2. Drink fruit juices
J. Eat green vegetables

4.

Meat and milk help us
to grow
5. Walk carefully on side,
walk when its slippery ,
6. Do not slip and fall in,
the store
Do
not knock the cans
7.
down

8. Read stories in health
book

E. Art
1. Drawing pictures for
movie

D.
E.
F.

work together?
Can they evaluate food?
Have they learned to handle
money?
Can they read a measuring scale?
Do they realize the cost of food?
Did they enjoy the unit?

V. Bibliography

W.

s. Gray and Others, !f.m! Mort
Friends ~ Neighbors, Scott
Foresman, Dallas, 1952, pp. 30-35.

Brownell and Williams, ~ and
Strong. American, Dallas, 1946,
pp. 126-127.

Filmstrip, .QQ2,g Eating Habits
Library
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The unit of experience is an actual experience in living re-

---

lated to the child's immediate inte'f'ests and environment, -when in turn

,...---

related to his total experience makes for richer and Dk>re vital living.

The unit of experience has t ~ features.

It should be real and

not hypothetical; it should provide for cooperative living; and the results, -whether tangible or not, should be ehk,tionally, phy~ically, and

mentally satisfying to the child.
{.shildren -will have different expe~ences because of where they

live.

Urban experiences will be different in part, from. rural expel
i-:3
riences. All children are familiar with f'ood, clothing and shelter.
For these are the necessities of healthful living.

CHAPrER VI

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Mentally retarded children are those

woo because of poor intel-

lectual endowments are unable to cope with the standard requirements of
the regular grades .

They are in particular need of special educational

services planned for intellectually subnormal children.
approximately two percent of the school :population .

These include

Such children can

work ioore successfully with concrete
objects and materials than with
____,
symbols and abs~ct ideas; they cannot be expected to compete either
in school or in the vorld with persons of keener intellect than theirs;
and with proper guidance and curriculum adjustment many of them can become contributing citizens of the community.

Conclusions
As a result of research, it can be concluded that the educable

mentally retarded can profit from a public school program.

These chil-

dren differ in degree and not kind from the so called normal child.

The trend in curriculum planning is toward ~ocational rehabili~

'\,

tation, social competence and citizenship education.

This program in-

cludes occupational information and follo\Js through to job placement .
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Social competency and economic usefulness occupy strategic
places in the objectives of the educational programs.

Self realiza-

tion and civic responsibility are integrated in the area of social

learnings.
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Appendix A

CLASSES THAT REMAIN WITH ONE TEACHER ALL DAY

A Suggested Schedule
Periods:

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Assembly

Teacher Pupil Planning of days work
Language Arts

1 . Listening
2. Speaking

3. Reading
a . Drill

4. Writing

a . Spelling
Skills

Arithmetic

&

Drills

Number concepts

used in daily
living.

Recess

flanning
Evaluation
Discussion Excursions
Research

Social Studies

and
Science

Lunch
Experience Content

Language Arts

Drill
T . V. Programs

Recess

Appreciations
and
Creative Arts

Art
RhythmB
Music

Dramatics
Story Telling

Evaluation of days activities - What did we finish?
\lhat do we start with
ton:orrow?

Dismissal
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Appendix A (continued)
SUGGEsrED TIME ALLOTMENT PER WEEK -

Primary
Arithmetic
150 minutes
Social Studies and Science 150
Language arts and basic
Read.
300
Spelling
75
Hand-writing

Literature ,
Poetry, Written
Expression
Music

Physical Ed. and Health

lntermediatp
225 minutes

225
Z75

60

75

60

150
75

140
75
90

90

Appendix B

ANECI'ODAL RECORD FORM

Pupil ' s Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Date,_ _ _ _ _ __

Problem:

Technique Used:

Comment:

Sign or initial
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Appendix C
195_

to

195_ PLAN OF WORK

for

------- c.A.--- --- Years in Class_ _ __
C1 a. s s
------- Tea.ch er-------------

Name

Language

M.A.

Arts

Reading
'Writing

Speaking

Listening
Arithmetic
Social Studies:
Science:

Art:
Music:

Physical and Health Education:
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Appendix D

EVALUATION SHEEI'*

for
Name_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

c.

A._

M. A. _ _ l!.'valuation_ __

Date.__ _ _ _ _ _ Class_ _ _ _ _ __

Language Arts:

Reading
Textbook used:
Other materials:

Comment:

'Writing
Book used:
Comment:
Spelling:

Comment:
Social Studies :
Comment:

Science:
Comment:

Art:
Materials used:
Successful materials:
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Appendix D (continued)

Art
Unsuccessful materials:
Comment:

Music:
Rote singing -

Rhythm -

Dancing Listening Comment:

Physical and Health Education:
Comment:
Evaluation:
At the end of a _ _ _ __ (month, year), I find that:

Therefore., I recommend that:

Initial here

it<!o be used every three mnths at least.

